for every circle C in A, then u(x, y) is of class C" in A and L{u) = 0.
Introduction. A well known theorem of Bôcher and Koebe characterizes a function u(x, y) as harmonic in a region A if u is of class C' in A]
and if the integral of its normal derivative is zero around every circle C in A. This theorem has been generalized by GergenJ as follows :
If v(x, y) is harmonic and positive in A, if u(x, y) is of class C f in A, and if

/ ' du r dv v -ds = I u -ds c dn J c dn for every circle C interior to A, then u is harmonic in A.
The Bôcher-Koebe result is secured from Gergen's theorem by choosing v(x, 3>) = 1 m A. Gergen's theorem in turn is a special case of the following theorem concerning a general linear partial differential equation of the second order which is self-adjoint and of elliptic type: 
on every circle C interior to A. Conversely, if (7) holds on every circle C interior to A, and if D is a region interior to A which is bounded by a simply closed regular curve A, then
If.
(PÇz + Qïv+ Tfidxdy = 0 for every f unction f (x, y) of class C' in D which vanishes on A.
Let C be a circle interior to A with center at (x 0 , yo) and radius r, and consider the ring T defined by
is any function of class C' for which R(ri) =R(r)=0
and for which the derivative R'(p) also vanishes for p = r x and p=r, define on ^4 (9) U on T. The function f (#, y) so defined is of class C' on A and vanishes on the boundary of A ; and ƒ ƒ (Pfx + er, + w*<ty I (PP' cos 0 + QR' sin 0 + TR)p dp dB, 0 J ri the arguments in P, Q, and P on the right-hand side of this equality being the values (8) belonging to I\ The hypothesis that the integral (6) vanishes for every function f (#, y) of class C f which vanishes on the boundary of A thus implies that <2?' I (P cos 6> + Q sin 0)d0 + R I 3Td9>p dp = 0 for every function R(p) of the type described above. By Du BoisReymond's lemma* it follows that / » 2r I p*=r /» 2r /» r (P cos 0 + Ö sin 0)p dB = \ I Pp dp d0.
Letting ri approach zero, one secures the equality (7). Suppose, conversely, that (7) holds on every circle C interior to A. Let the minimum distance of A from the boundary of A be 2r>0. If C xy ,p represents a circle whose center is at a point (x, y) of the closed region D+A and whose radius is p<r, then the functions TTpO, y) = I I P(x + £, j + q)rf£ A?, as can be seen by the use of (12) and an integration by parts. The first term on the right of the last equality in (13) is zero by Green's theorem since f vanishes on A; and the second term also vanishes since 
and the equation (5) becomes
where we have made use of Green's theorem, equation (14), and a familiar property of the quadratic form F, namely,
Let Co be any circle interior to A. Since (15) holds on every circle C interior to A, it follows from Theorem 2 that That the function u{x, y) is of class C" in A now follows from a result due to Lichtensteinf since ac-b 2 >0; hence, by Green's theorem,
